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What is [TC]$^2$?

• Technology
• Innovation
• Training and Education
• Think Tank
• Do Tank
• Sustainability
Rebranding

Totally omitted

To cool!
Disruptive Technology!!
Disruptive – 3D Printed Meats?
What is Disruption?
3D Knitting

S T O L L
THE RIGHT WAY TO KNIT
5G To Transform Lives

2G - 1991 - SMS
0.1 MB/Second

3G - 1998 - SMS, Internet
0.1 - 8 MB/Second

4G - 2008 - SMS, Internet
Video
15 MB/Second

5G - 2020 - HD, 3D, and ultra Video
SMS, Internet
Internet of things
1 - 10 GB/Second
Revolutionary Technology

SEWBOT® worklines with:

SewTable™

Swarm of intelligent Budgers for precise fabric handling
Full Sewing Automation with our SEWBOT® Worklines for Automotive & Home Goods are already enabling local supply chains